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A  survey of the history of the nations and tribes, 
countries and provinces, constituting Yugoslavia, 
apart from endorsing our statement that these 

nations and tribes etc. for centuries strove to subject one 
another, being constantly at strife and bitterly antagonistic, 
but also proves the thesis put forward by us that these 
nations and countries, tribes and provinces, had each of 
them a different historical development, there being similar 
differences of religion, culture and form of life, so that it 
was highly unjust and irrational to force these divergent 
elements into the Yugoslav unit and bring into being a 
mosaic State incapable of development. The two peoples 
most deeply concerned —  the Serbian and the Croatian —  
were at complete variance respecting the manner in which 
Yugoslav unity should be realised; and that led to the 
grave historical conflict which eventually resulted in the 
final break-up of Yugoslavia and the definitive collapse of 
Southern Slav unity.

Already in the Middle Ages attempts were made on 
the part of the three Southern Slav peoples —  the Serbs, 
Bosnians and Croatians — to bring about Yugoslav unity; 
but these attempts were all based upon an endeavour to 
secure the hegemony, the unity to be effected by the force

* From the work by the author entitled “The Collapse of Yugo
slavia”.
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<of arms. This endeavour, however, neither of the peoples 
succeeded in realising in full. During the days of Turkish 
occupation no such schemes could be entertained; for the 
national existence of these peoples was at stake, and their 
only desire was to be once more free and independent. 
And when, later on, the day of liberation actually dawned, 
and the Southern Slav idea again began to take shape, the 
endeavour once more made its appearance in the same guise 
as before — the Croatians began to dream of a Greater 
1Croatia and the Serbians of a Greater Serbia. Two currents 
of thought, two divergent political aims, were found in exis
tence at the same time; and these divergent currents and 
aims never proved able to combine until forced by the Peace 
Edicts of Paris to join hands transitionally in the service of 
the same State. But here too they went their own ways, 
until finally they separated again in disaster and collapse.

The first of these divergent currents to appear was that 
aiming at the establishment of a Greater Croatia; this was 
the movement known as Illyrism.

Croatia lived then in “ partnership” with Hungary as an 
"associate country". According to Hungarian public law 
Croatia was an integral part of the kingdom of St. Stephen, 
—  not however as a province, but as an "associate country” . 
It was in this character that the Croatian National State 
existed, with a Croatian National Defence Army using 
Croatian words of command, Croatian public administration 
and an independent Ban of its own, who was appointed by 
the King of Hungary, and an independent Croatian Diet 
(Sabor), which delegated representatives also to sit in the 
central Hungarian Parliament. This “ partnership” led to 
numerous political disputes, both nations clinging jealously 
to their own constitutional rights. These political disputes did 
not result in any particularly serious trouble until there 
appeared on the horizon, first the idea of Illyrism and later 
the Yugoslav concept.

The idea of Illyrism dated from the age of Napoleon. 
In order to weaken the Austria he hated and at the same
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time deal a blow to Italy, Napoleon created the short-lived’ 
province of Illyria, which was to have embraced Carniolar 
Carinthia, Dalmatia, Istria and Croatia. That would have 
been practically the realisation of a Greater Croatia includ
ing the Southern Slavs of today who are Catholics and have 
adopted Western ideas. After the fall of Napoleon Metternich 
did everything in his power to suppress the very suggestion- 
of Illyrism. But this endeavour proved futile; for it is impos
sible to root out an idea, or ideal, once that idea or ideal 
has become ingrained in a living nation and in the consciously 
awakening national spirit of a people. It may perhaps be 
ousted from the open arena of politics with the help of 
gendarmes and bayonets and prisons; but it will continue to 
live, primarily among the intelligentsia and in private social 
intercourse. This is what happened in the case of Illyrism 
too. It continued to live, particularly among the Croatian 
aristocracy and in the salons of the gentry and prelates and 
in their secret correspondence and writings. At that time, 
however, the aspirations of Illyrism had not yet obtained a 
serious hold on the Pan-Croatian masses. In any case the 
official language of Croatia at this period was Latin, while 
the language of conversation used in the higher classes was 
German. Illyrism did not particularly attract the other Slav 
leaders; for they suspected that it meant Latinism —  Roman 
spirit and the idea of Catholic hegemony. Yet it is a fact 
that Illyrism was the first factor to stimulate the national 
self-sufficiency of the Croatians.

Illyrism therefore was the origin of the nationalism o f  
the Croatians which was deeply tinged with Slavism. When, 
in 1848, the period of general European revolutions opened, 
this Illyrism, which had previously been merely a shapeless 
national desire, suddenly —  as a consequence of the anti- 
Magyar incitement of Vienna —  made its re-appearance as 
a Croatian political idea aiming at the establishment of a 
State life independent of the Hungarians. Austria, with the 
help of foreign support, overthrew the Hungarian struggle for 
independence; and then Bach trampled under foot the idea
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-of an autonomous Croatian State. Yet the national Croatian 
idea remained; though that idea had no trace in it of any 
co-operation with the Serbs. At that period there was no 
sign yet of any Yugoslav idea; for that very reason it is 
untrue to say that Illyrism was also a forerunner of Yugo- 
slavism.

The first serios-minded Croatian to proclaim union 
with the Serbians on a Slav basis, though in an undefined 
form, was Strossmayer, a man with a German name who 
was bishop of Gyakovar. What Strossmayer had in mind 
was union and political co-operation with the Serbians, — 
though with the idea of winning the Serbians over to adopt 
the culture of Western Christianity. Strossmayer's scheme 
was not practical Yugoslav politics, merely a Slavophile 
daydream. That is why it never took deep root either among 
the Serbians or among the Croatians, —  its failure to do so 
in the case of the former being due to its endeavour to 
alienate them from Pravo-Slavism (Orthodoxy), and in the 
ease of the latter to its showing an excessive friendship for 
the Serbians. In the case of the Croatians the idea of Illyrism 
existed almost exclusively among litterateurs and in scientific 
circles.

It was Anthony Starcevic that first crystallised the 
Croatian national aspirations into political and legal formulae. 
Starcevic was an absolute jurist-politician who refused to 
acknowledge any Croatian national State except one based 
exclusively upon Croatian public law. That was why he 
called his party "Croatian Law Party". He did not like the 
Magyars or the Austrians or the Serbians either; nor did he 
acknowledge the historical connection with Hungary or the 
Compromise; all that he acknowledged in respect of histori
cal rights was that the Habsburgs were the legitimate kings 
of Croatia, and it was only with the Habsburgs that he was 
prepared to treat direct and in law. This decided Croatian 
policy of Starcevic won over the masses of the Croatian 
people and exercised a profound influence also upon the 
later development of Croatian policy.
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Croatians have been interested at all times solely and' 
exclusively in Croatian national politics; for that very reason 
the idea of union with the Serbians has never been popular 
in the eyes of Croatians. There existed indeed in Croatia 
too a certain conception also of Southern Slav unity; but 
traces of that conception are to be found almost exclusively 
in literature, while it was also the daydream of a few Croa
tian Pan-Slav visionaries. Louis Gal proclaimed his own 
Illyrism under the guise of Yugoslav unity and also founded 
a political party; but his endeavour never took firm hold of 
the soul of the Croatian people. A great gulf was fixed 
between Serbs and Croats also by the religious question; for 
the Croatians are devout Catholics, genuine and sincere 
standard-bearers of the Latin culture of the West, their 
spiritual being for that very reason never having become 
reconciled with the Byzantine spirit of the Serbs.

The persons responsible for spreading the Yugoslav idea 
in Croatia were not Croatians, but Serbians living in that 
country. As a consequence of the exceptionally shrewd 
policy of Belgrade, in Croatia prior to the first Great War 
the reins of power were taken in hand by the Serbo-Croat 
Coalition, that paving the way for the infiltration of Yugo- 
slavism. Then, during the course of the Great War, the 
subterranean Pan-Serb political forces won the support of 
certain Croatian politicians, who subsequently hastened to- 
boost the Yugoslav idea and furthered the establishment of 
the Yugoslav State. These Croatian politicians ( who included 
Dr. Anthony Trumbic too), when they saw that what the 
Serbians were striving after was, not the realisation of Yugo
slav unity, but the realisation of the Pan-Serb dream, 
bitterly opposed and turned their backs upon the equivocal 
and hollow catchwords of Yugoslavism. The misguided and 
misled Croatian politicians, as we see, only supported Yugo
slavism for a very short time, —  though all the time they 
were engrossed with the arriere-pensee that in the Yugoslav 
State that was to be created the political leadership and the 
spiritual direction of the new country would be in their
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hands. But they were compelled very soon to realise that 
their hopes were unfounded, seeing that the Pan-Serb idea 
had won the day and that what had actually been established 
was not a Yugoslavia built up on the equality of the Southern 
Slav peoples, but that they had themselves helped to ensure 
the hegemony of Pan-Serb aspirations. After the short-lived 
co-operation, therefore, there began a bitter struggle between 
the Croatian idea and the Pan-Serb idea, the latter having 
for the moment overpowered the national aspirations of the 
Croatians.

The Pan-Serb idea came into being early in the 
nineteenth century, having been created by Vuk Karadhzitch 
(1787— 1864), the father of Serbian literary reform. The 
apostles of the Pan-Serb idea declared that the Serbs were 
the only Slav nation living in the Balkans and the adjoining 
Central European regions. He regarded as Serbs also the 
Catholic Croatians and the Mohammedan Bosnians. The 
realisation of the Pan-Serb idea had been the main endeavour 
of Serbia ever since the era of liberation. What the Serbs 
aimed at was, not the realisation of Yugoslav unity, but the 
establishment of Serb hegemony. The Pan-Serb idea did not 
assume any more serious form or make any considerable 
headway until Russia took Serbia under her wing, convert
ing Serbia into a bridge-head to ensure the realisation of the 
great Pan-Slav aims. The ultimate object of Pan-Slavism and 
of the Pan-Serb endeavours was the dismemberment of the 
Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. Russia and Serbia were both 
alike fully conscious of the fact that there could not be any 
question of a realisation of Pan-Slav or Pan-Serb aspira
tions respectively until the Monarchy had been broken to 
pieces. Russia herself worked in the background, sending 
Serbia in advance to carry out the work of destruction. This 
work began with exceptional energy after 1903. It was then 
that Peter I. ascended the throne of Serbia, —  a king who 
made the realisation of the Pan-Serb idea the pivot of his 
political programme. He had two powerful collaborators, the 
one being Nikola Pashitch, the creator of the Yugoslav State
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and the foremost champion of the Pan-Serb idea. Pashitch 
was a clever —  though absolutely Balkan — politician and 
diplomat who succeeded in fitting the Pan-Serb idea into 
the foreign policy of Russia and was thus enabled to realise 
that idea. The other powerful collaborator — a collaborator 
that played a decisive role in the creation of the Pan-Serb 
State —  was the notorious “Black Hand" organisation. This 
subterranean revolutionary organisation after 1903 played 
an aggressive part in Serbian politics. This organisation 
(which has been dealt with in full in the chapter entitled 
“ The Historical Development of Serbia”)  was a State 
within the State which, apart from symbolising the Pan-Serb 
aspirations in its peculiar Balkan way, actually carried those 
aspirations into effect. The activity of this organisation ran 
absolutely counter to the idea of Croatian lllyrism and the 
aspirations of the Croatian nation. It fought, not for 
Southern Slav unity, but for a Greater Serbia; and it 
achieved its aim.

The “ Black Hand" was a revolutionary organisation 
which regarded it as its express duty to unite all Serbs on 
the ruins of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. In order to 
achieve this object it established contacts with all countries, 
peoples, associations and even private individuals who 
sympathised with Serbia and the aspirations of the Serbians. 
The seat of the supreme central management was Belgrade; 
it was this central management that carried into effect all 
resolutions, the Members of that management being, not 
only the delegates of the territorial organisations of Serbia, 
but the delegates also of all the provinces inhabited by Serbs, 
— i. e. 1. Bosnia-Herzegovina, 2. Montenegro, 3. Old Serbia 
and Macedonia, 4. Croatia, Slavonia and Syrmia, 5. Voivodina 
(the “ Bacska" region and the Banat), 6. the Littoral province. 
Through the agency of the Narodna Obrana the “ Black 
Hand” was able to reach very far, the movement having 
seats, not only in Belgrade, but also in Zagreb, Laibach and 
Serajevo, while it established large numbers of subsidiary 
agencies —  e, g. at Tusla, Mostar, Treebinje and Banjaluka.
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These organisations admitted, not only persons belonging to 
the older generations, but also pupils of secondary schools. 
Pashitch himself knew of the activity of the ‘‘Black Hand"; 
so that we may safely say that the whole of Serbia was one 
united revolutionary organisation. It was the “Black Hand” 
that organised the bands of "Komitadjis" too which made 
repeated inroads into Macedonia, and thereby provoked the 
so-called “ Balkan War” of 1912— 13; and it was the "Black 
Hand" that murdered Francis Ferdinand, forced the outbreak 
of the first World War and thereby furthered the realisation 
of the Pan-Serb idea.

The Pan-Serb idea, therefore, was not served only by 
certain politicians, poets and writers, —  as Illyrism had been, 
— but by the whole Serbian people. The idea of Pan- 
Serbianism resulted in the totalitarian organisation of the 
whole Serbian people. In the “Black Hand" and the 
Narodna Obrana we find military officers, but we find also 
all the inhabitants of the Serbian villages with their Serbian 
priests and teachers at their head. The “ Komitadji" organisa
tions were generally recruited from among the peasants of 
the Serbian villages; while the Slovensko Jug contained alike 
the Serbian youth and merchants and shopkeepers and poli
ticians and scholars, and the St. Sava Union united in it the 
adherents of the Serbian Eastern Church. We see, then, that 
the revolutionary spirit of the Pan-Serb idea inspired every 
class of the Serbian people alike and prepared them to fight 
in that cause; and it was the force of this idea that plunged 
the Serbians into the first Great War of 1914— 18: and 
when the Southern Slav State was established, this ma
gnificent Pan-Serb impulse overpowered the national aspira
tions of the Croatian people and created Greater Serbia.

We see, then, that this Pan-Serb spirit had nothing 
whatsoever in common with Illyrism and the national aspira
tions of the Croatian people; each movement had its own 
particular aims and used different methods: that is why they 
were never able to join hands. It is true, indeed, that in 
1917 Pashitch dissolved the organisation known as the
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"Black Hand" and threw the leaders of the organisation into 
prison; but at the same time he created another organisation 
known as the “ White Hand” which represented the same 
revolutionary spirit. It was with the help of this revolutionary 
organisation that General Zhivkovitch was able to proclaim 
his dictatorship, the object of which was the definitive rein
forcement of the Pan-Serb idea; and it was the “ White Hand” 
that in 1941 provoked the German-Yugoslav conflict against 
the will of the Croatian people.

Yugoslavism has therefore, as we see, been a mere fic
tion from the very outset. The Serbs served the cause of the 
Pan-Serb idea, the Croatians that of the Pan-Croat national 
aspirations; while Yugoslavism was forced on these unfor
tunate peoples by the Paris Peace Edicts. That was why Yugo
slavia was bound to fall to pieces when faced by the first 
serious trial.
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